






Self  Confidence

Courage
PerseveranceCompassion

Assertiveness
Determination

Friendship

The POWER
Of  Partnership

Awareness focus

greater self  worth

self  esteem

Sportsmanship Respect

trust
The ability to set and achieve goals

physical strength

mental strengthconsistency

BELIEVE





Keep in mind…
because some of the material 
ahead doesn’t at a glance appear 
to be about horsemanship,
but 
don’t forget…
becoming a more self actualized, 
confident, balanced person 
creates a great horse woman
(and a great life!) 



✓ An easy process to breaking down your goals 

into doable tasks

✓ Build into your schedule daily rituals to help you 

stay on task

✓ Building into your plan the energy you will need 

to stay consistent



Let’s harness these lessons into 
the ultimate goal setting process..









You want to  break down 
the clear vision
of what you want
and who you want to be
and make it actionable



And that is how you spend your days.



Get your vision
out of your head
and into your schedule



or break down 
your vision
of what you want
and who you want 
to be
and make it 
actionable

Chip Away 



Make a clear 
path from 
where you 
are now,
to where you 
want to be.

















Note: First vision  
Second ACTION





Think about it,
if we think of our lives like we are Michelangelo's David
(like we are a chunk of raw material, with all the beauty, but flaws and all),

we just need to “chip away” at what doesn’t belong.





Here are some my original notes 
when I came across this concept of “chipping away”...



We have to look past what things look 
like today to chip away at what can be..



we have to look past 
the rough edges 

to see the potential within.









So you are going to chip away at what doesn’t fit in 

your “vision”

and add some things too…

the magic formula for transformation



What will we need to chip away? What will we need to add?

debt
fear of failure
fear of getting hurt
self doubt
self sabotage
unforgiveness
anger
poor planning
poor money management
depression
poor eating habits
sleeping late
chaos
drama
negative people

lack of knowledge

self confidence

faith

hope

persistence

belief

positive thinking

money

customers

finished products

sales

organization

healthy habits

routine

positive people

support

tools for success
knowledge







there is not only physical work 
to be done but also
heart work,

or mental things that have to
be overcome,                             

ignoring them is not 
confronting the  poisonous 
snake waiting to strike when 
you are not looking.

Sometimes to move ahead,



We also need to learn

to say NO to things 

that

keep us 

from our vision

Examples… tv,, gossip, useless internet



Success Strategies

for “Chipping Away”

Goals & Dreams into

bite sized chunks



Begin With The End In Mind



Then work backward to make your plan



Then work backward to make your plan



Instead of  working forward…



Work backwards…



So you are going to chip away at what doesn’t fit in 

your “vision”

and add some things too





All you are doing right now is breaking down your 

goal into parts and pieces,

like a blueprint

or 

a roadmap

whatever is easiest of  you to think of  it.



Chip Away



Chip Away



Chip Away



My horse

Ranch horse
fundamentals Get in shape

Show
clothes

finances

Me

plan to 
get qualified

show 
schedule

Goal: Qualify & Show 
AQHA World 
Championships in 
Ranch Horse Riding



horse’s issues

Work through
Horses-U
Fear Course

Obstacles
to overcome

Work through
Horses-U
Confidence Course finances

My concerns

work 
schedule

Goal: Overcome fear & 
develop awesome 
partnership with my 
horse

Change feed 
program & work 
schedule



Or think of  it

as a roadmap





Use the building blocks of  

horsemanship  to help …













“For a seed to achieve

It's greatest expression,

It must come completely undone.

The shell cracks, its insides come out

and everything changes.

To someone who doesn't understand

Growth,

It would look like complete destruction.
Cynthia Occelli

Think about transformation...

















“The   disciplined   shall   inherit   the  earth.”



“Some feel that fear is okay as a lifestyle because they’ve 

heard that the meek shall inherit the earth. So they can go 

on with being meek as a way of  life. They become soft-

spoken and compliant, never standing for themselves; 

always resigned to being a fluffy doormat. But scholars 

now say that in the scriptural texts that were translated 

from the Greek, the word praos doesn’t exactly mean 

“meek” as people have always thought. In fact, it is more 

accurate to say it means “disciplined.” A very big 

difference in those translations. It’s much more 

encouraging to now realize that the disciplined shall 

inherit the earth.”

Steve Chandler from Fearless



“Discipline is remembering what you want.”
David Campbell, founder of Saks Fifth Avenue



The elephant in the room 

no one likes to talk about…

1. Change is hard, 

and uncomfortable 

and we will be met with resistance 

within ourselves and others



The elephant in the room

no one likes to talk about…

2. We are going to have to be self-

disciplined to stick with it, 

get through the hard times 

to  see   

things through



All we are after in 
this section is 
a list of tasks,
don’t get hung up 
if you get stuck 
or on knowing 
how & you will do 
everything.
We will work on 
that & take 
the road as it 
comes. 



And the way to repeat the habits that make us successful, is to have them become a part of  our daily schedule.







Next Lesson…
Dream. Plan. Do.


